WE ARE HIRING

TWO GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
20/HOURS WEEK
STARTING JANUARY 2024

Join the team of HSI Project LISTO - Leveraging Insights to Strengthen Regional Talent & Opportunity. Project LISTO will support, engage, and work across HSI communities to strengthen capacity and scale readiness for broadening participation in STEM at HSIs.

**GRA 1** will work directly with Dr. Heather Haeger to document the design of a statewide HSI consortium and create a blueprint to inform community and capacity building strategies in other states.

**GRA 2** will work directly with Dr. Judy Marquez Kiyama to help organize and research the existing capacity building practice of the Culturally Responsive Curriculum Development Institute to increase reach and impact.

Submit your CV and a brief (1 page) letter of interest to heather3@arizona.edu and jkiyama@arizona.edu. Please indicate the position you are applying for.

APPLY BY DEC 1